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Security and Communication Networks has retracted the
article titled “An Improved Method Research on Graphics
and Image Processing System” [1] due to concerns that the
peer review process has been compromised.

Following an investigation conducted by the Hindawi
Research Integrity team [2], significant concerns were
identified with the peer reviewers assigned to this article; the
investigation has concluded that the peer review process was
compromised. We therefore can no longer trust the peer
review process, and the article is being retracted with the
agreement of the Editorial Board.
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In the era of high-speed information, with the popularization of network and the rapid development of multimedia com-
munication technology, human society has entered a key new stage of development. Human productivity and living style have
been significantly altered as a result of social informatization. (e field of computer image processing has also made significant
strides recently. Photoshop has evolved into a must-have piece of software for those who work in computer graphics and image
processing on a regular basis. It contributes to increased job productivity in the processing of computer visuals and photos because
of its extensive functionality, user-friendliness, and humanization. Photoshop is a graphics and image processing technology
programme that is very efficient. (is software’s image processing function is quite strong, and it is capable of producing graphics
and image processing of the highest quality.(is technology is widely used in practical work. Professionals are required to operate
skillfully and grasp the technology accurately. Photoshop is widely used in current graphics and image processing. While meeting
the relevant processing requirements of users, it is also used in various occasions related to image processing.

1. Introduction

In various fields of society, computers have been widely
used. Computer graphics and image technology appeared in
the late 1980s and has become a new technology. (e end of
computer graphics and image processing is mainly realized
on the basis of software, which can be divided into many
kinds according to the purpose. Image processing software
PS, web animation group construction flash, film and
television post synthesis software combustion, engineering
drawing production software CAD, etc., have become the
mainstream software in the design field [1]. For course
teaching, it is often done by formulating teaching goals and
putting them into effect gradually according to a set teaching
progress in order to accomplish the course’s educational
objectives [2]. (e current visuals and pictures are altered
and optimized via the use of the appropriate operating
technology and software. It displays a new visage on the
computer screen once the picture alteration has taken place.
For the most part, Photoshop is a technique of creating
target visuals and pictures by using three-dimensional

processing technology to achieve a series of transformations,
such as its alteration and creation, in order to display a new
appearance on a computer screen. It is also possible to
provide corresponding action instructions in order to
achieve the best possible processing of graphics and pictures
[3]. Also, regularly updated and enhanced is its own image
processing function, which is used in a variety of application
domains such as graphic design, image processing, text, and
publishing, among others. (e human visual system is an
observation system in and of itself, and the picture it pro-
duces is a palpable imagination of the objective landscape in
people’s minds [4], which is also an observation system.
Images are processed in a sequence of procedures in order to
get the desired result, and this is referred to as image
processing technology. Image processing may be separated
into two categories: analogue image processing and digital
image processing (or digital image processing). (ere must
be a trade-off between benefits and negatives. Because it is
impossible to differentiate between the actual and fake
images in a modified picture, people’s faith in digital media
and judicial justice has plummeted, resulting in a significant
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decrease in public confidence in both [5]. Everything has two
sides. People’s use of digital images is no longer a simple flat
description of obtaining information, that is, without
modification, no ups and downs, and the focus is not
prominent. More and more people have the demand for
post-processing of digital images, but rarely adhere to the
principle of maintaining the authenticity of photos. It not
only brings convenience to people but also brings worry to
us [6]. Digital images are very vulnerable to external “at-
tacks,” and the society pays more and more attention to and
questions the requirements for the authenticity and integrity
of digital images [7].

At present, the existing image enhancement technologies
are mainly based on spatial domain and transform domain
[8]. (e former directly calculates the image gray level, and
the main methods include direct gray level transformation,
spatial filtering, and histogram processing [9]. (e appli-
cation of image processing is more common. When changes
are made on the basis of existing images, effects are added
through different functional requirements. (is image
processing technology is referred to as PS technology in daily
applications. Common photo and picture processing will
have similar software processing applications. (e popu-
larization and popularization of this technology meets
people’s needs in modern aesthetic requirements [10]. Im-
ages may now be classified into two groups in image pro-
cessing and analysis technologies. (e first kind of picture is
analogue, which includes optical images, photographs, and
television images. Analogue image processing is quick, but it
lacks precision and flexibility, making it difficult to locate
and evaluate. (e second form is digital pictures, which are
created by discretizing continuous analogue images into dot
matrix images that can be recognised by a computer.(e use
of two-dimensional computer graphics and image pro-
duction and processing technology is to perform a number
of technical operations on existing pictures based on the
demands of the client, causing the images to undergo a series
of modifications. (is is the foundation upon which picture
editing software for everyday usage is built [11]. Using
appropriate technological methods, integrating 2D and 3D
production technologies, complementing one other on a
technical level, and displaying more flawless visuals and
picture effects is now achievable. Remote-sensing image
processing technology is utilised in the realm of resources
and environmental science to monitor natural catastrophes
such as floods, forest fires, and earthquakes, analyse pol-
lution levels, and explore mineral, groundwater, and marine
resources [12]. In industry, computer vision allows robots to
do components’ inspection and automated assembly, as well
as other repetitive operations, with great accuracy [13].
Militarily, image processing technology plays an important
role in target location, tracking, and weapon guidance. In
archaeology, using digital image processing technology, we
can restore blurred images of precious cultural relics, au-
tomatically classify fossil images, etc. He found in all aspects
of society [14].

However, due to objective factors, no matter how precise
the instrument is, the image data collected by the scanner
will inevitably have a certain degree of degradation, that is,

image degradation. (erefore, the purpose of this study is
actually to optimize graphics and image technology to keep
pace with the current social development. (e development
of science and technology is also a double-edged sword for
our current society, which has advantages and disadvan-
tages. Some security issues should also be dealt within
groups. Based on Photoshop plug-in, we should do more
systematic research on graphics and images.

2. Literature Review

Birajdar and Mankar [15] show that image edge detection is
an important content of image analysis and an important
preprocessing technology in the field of image processing,
which is widely used in the fields of contour, feature ex-
traction, and texture analysis. Zhang [16] created and built
dealing image, a novel picture processing software platform
that maximised the color of the produced image. According
to [17], there are several particular image processing de-
mands in different professional sectors that are currently
being researched and developed. Scratch repair of photo-
graphs, de-moire treatment of printed materials, color
restoration of image exposure transition or inadequate,
geometric correction of photos, extraction and processing of
particular information, and other unique needs have ex-
ceptionally high academic and commercial worth. Datta [18]
sets a threshold for a small region or the whole picture and
then segments it to retrieve the edge. (e key to this pro-
cedure is determining one or more thresholds to properly
extract the edge. It is now an excellent detection approach to
compute the image’s gradient, then suppress the non-
maximum value to refine the edge band, and then repair it by
setting the high and low values. In several professional
sectors, according to [19], specific picture processing is
required. Repairing scratches and extracting special infor-
mation from photos scanned by scanners, for example, are of
great social practical value in the field of criminal investi-
gation image processing [20].(ird-party software is used as
processing software, which is coupled with the driver built
by the business via the interface, in order to construct a
practical system, based on the professional computer image
input devices developed and supplied by the company be-
fore. (is system provides the benefits of cheap investment
costs and focused development efforts, but it also has clear
drawbacks [21]. Currently, the majority of domestic busi-
nesses and organisations will use image processing in their
workplaces. For example, when processing criminal inves-
tigation photographs (including the extraction of concealed
trail information and fisheye correction, among other
things), the public security system will use foreign costly
expert software. (e fundamental problem is that domestic
software is inadequate, while commercial software often falls
short of the specifications [22]. (e schedule is as follows: on
the basis of continual modification, display written on the
display of black-and-white pictures in computers has be-
come a more sophisticated image editing tool and has been
called Photoshop, presently, together with the marketing of
commercial devices [23]. Channel technology in Photoshop
software: this technology can store the color information of
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images, form different selection ranges according to different
colors, efficiently complete portrait extraction, use channel
technology to extract images, and distinguish the objects to
be extracted from the background according to black-and-
white color levels. In [24], although the computer graphics
and image processing technology has gained a certain
popularity in this field, because the image processing
technology in the computer graphics and image processing
technology is better, there are more requirements for the
special effect processing technology of image technology, but
the requirements for the graphics processing technology are
only creative.

From the literature, it can be seen that graphics and
images are widely used at present, and the development at
home and abroad is relatively advanced. Besides, this kind of
cultural courses are set up in our domestic universities, and
education is also a very registered technology. However, it is
still constantly improving in various fields, and many fields
are facing technological innovation. Only innovation can
bring new opportunities and development, and now the
competition in this field is fierce. In this study, based on
Photoshop plug-in, the technology of graphics and images is
studied, which makes it optimized in a wide range of ap-
plication platforms.

3. Introduction to Image
Processing Technology

(e technique of analysing photographs using a computer to
produce the desired results is known as image processing.
Image processing is another name for it. (e term “image
processing” is now often used to refer to digital picture
processing. Noise reduction, image enhancement, image
restoration, image segmentation, image information ex-
traction, and other methodologies and technologies are all
part of digital image processing. Image processing has a
broad range of applications, which may be loosely split into
eight domains and more than ten subfields: material science,
geology, life sciences, geography, auxiliary design, assess-
ment, robotics, and aerospace and aviation. Digital graphics
processing technology is used to capture various scenes in
life.

3.1. �e Concept and Characteristics of Digital Image
Processing. Digital image processing involves a wide range
of knowledge and a wide variety of specific methods. Tra-
ditional image processing technologies mainly focus on
image acquisition, transformation, enhancement, restora-
tion (Restoration), compression coding, segmentation, and
edge extraction. And with the emergence of new ways and
new auxiliary tools, it is also updating and developing.
Digital image processing technology mainly includes the
following points. Image material is the first step of digital
image processing. Acquisition is limited to not only the
imitation of human visual function but also the extension of
human understanding and analysis means. Photoshop, as

the software with the highest utilization rate in the global
graphics and image processing software, combines digital
photographic pictures, editing, painting, graphics, and
existing art works in the development and cultivates artistic
aesthetic ability in the process of being familiar with various
functions, which is beneficial to the improvement of image
processing technology.(e digital image process is shown in
Figure 1.

(at is, the process of transforming an image from a
certain orthogonal transformation image to a region allows
people to analyse the characteristics of image signals from a
different perspective and make use of the transformation
domain’s nature to make the whole process very compre-
hensive as well as allows our users to observe the world in
which we now live in different ways and optimise and
improve it.

It is the process of enhancing a picture. To assist ob-
servation, we may need to emphasise a certain person or
location in a comprehensive photograph. (e picture is
further processed for recognition and protection. His goal is
to convert a form that is better appropriate for human eye
observation or that can be automatically quilted by a ma-
chine, actively increase picture quality, and deliver various
levels of beneficial performance to the calculator. (e main
methods to deal with this problem are linear change of gray
scale, piecewise linear transformation of gray scale, and
nonlinear transformation. Assuming that the original image
is f(m, n) and the processed image is g(m, n), the contrast
enhancement can be expressed by the following formula:

g(m, n) � T[f(m, n)], (1)

where [t] is the gray transformation relationship between the
original image and the enhanced image. Because the gray
value of the image is limited to a small range, the imaging
quality will become very poor, which brings inconvenience
to people’s vision. (e image quality and visual effect can be
improved by using the linear or piecewise linear transfor-
mation and nonlinear transformation of gray. Assuming that
the gray value of the original image is f(m, n) ∈ [a, b] and
the image after linear transformation is expected to be
g(m, n) ∈ [c, d], the linear transformation relationship is as
follows:

k �
d − c

b − a
, (2)

g(m, n) � c + k[f(m, n) − a]. (3)

(e linear transformation function slope of k is shown in
formula (2). In order to emphasize useful information or
gray range and remove useless information or gray range,
the piecewise linear transformation method can be used to
expand the [a, b] range of useful information.

Firstly, the linear transformation with a slope greater
than 1 in the [a, b] interval is expanded, while other intervals
are expressed by a and b. (e formula of the transformation
function is as follows:
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g(m, n) � c, f m, n< a, c +
d − c

b − a
[f(m, n) − a],a≤f(m, n)≤ b, d,f(m, n)> b.  (4)

Image restoration is primarily concerned with elimi-
nating interference and blur as well as restoring the image’s
original look. Reverse filtering and Wiener filtering are two
common algorithms. Image deterioration may be caused by
a variety of factors, including nonlinear sensor properties,
phase differences in optical systems, and relative motion
between imaging equipment and objects. When the different
sources of picture deterioration are identified, image res-
toration technology may be utilised to fix the image. Figure 2
depicts the picture blur optimization procedure.

Geometric processing, image enhancement, and image
restoration are all from image-to-image processing, that is,
the input original data are image, and the output after
processing is also image, while reconstruction processing is
mainly aimed at the processing from data to image. Its main
algorithms include algebraic method, iterative method,
Fourier backprojection method, and convolution back-
projection method.

Picture coding is the study of data compression tech-
nology that uses the statistical properties of image signals
and the physiological and psychological aspects of human
eyesight to effectively encode image signals. Currently,
image coding may be used for three goals in medical
technology development: the first is to lower the picture data
storage capacity, the second is to reduce the image data rate,
which may reduce the bandwidth of the image during
transmission, and the third is to compress the image in-
formation, which is useful for feature extraction and image
recognition.

Pattern recognition is the final one. (ere are three
methods for recognising someone. Statistical recognition is
concerned with characteristics, while syntactic structure
recognition is concerned with structures and primitives, and
fuzzy recognition is concerned with people’s subjective
probabilities.

At present, the well-known image processing group,
which has been successfully developed, is the de facto in-
dustrial standard of global graphics and image processing
software. Since its advent, it has become the most concerned
image product for users all over the world with its powerful
functions, leading technology, high availability, and perfect
integration.

3.2. Photoshop Plug-In and Its Implementation. Most de-
velopers are used to developing software independently, and
everyone uses their own style for programming. Photoshop
is a leading large-scale image processing software across
PMAC. Since its inception, Photoshop has become one of
the image products most concerned by users all over the
world because of its powerful functions, leading technology,
friendly operation interface, high availability, and good
integration. However, when several people, more than a
dozen people, or even hundreds of people collaborate in
software development and design, how to seamlessly inte-
grate the software code (possibly link libraries and com-
ponents) written by several people has become a thorny
problem. (e platform program’s call to the plug-in is a
response to the user’s operation. Generally speaking, when
calling a plug-in, first define a graphics object, which im-
plements the reference to the object defined by the calling
plug-in. Every program integration and code maintenance
needs to recompile and link the source code and redistribute
new software, which is sometimes very troublesome. In this
case, developers need to find a way to divide the target
software to be developed into several functional compo-
nents, and the standard interface regulations are followed
between each component. Now, the plug-in technology
applied in the user field is divided into three types.

Text insertion: this plug-in is similar to a basic batch
processing command plug-in in that it has a minimal degree
of freedom and requires users to pick and enter items one by
one.(is plug-in has a limited number of functionalities and
scalability. Some plug-ins are simple to create, and users of
various applications may create their own. Second, script
insertion, which employs a particular language to create
plug-ins, is difficult to price, and credit developers must
create their own programme explanation kernel. (is
strategy has the benefit of allowing the programme to ac-
tualize itself without the need for other applications to create
plug-ins, and it is widely used in office automation software.
(e last kind is the programme plug-in, which is created by
modifying an existing programme and establishing many
user-defined interfaces in the original theme so that plug-ins
may freely access different programme resources. Users have
a lot of flexibility with this tool, and they may develop and

Image input device

Image processing 
software

Computer

Image input device

Software system

Hardware system

Figure 1: Digital image flow.
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the interface pads.
In reality, the purpose of plug-ins is to increase the

platform’s capabilities. Image acquisition plug-ins, picture
input plug-ins, picture formatting plug-ins, image selection
plug-ins, image processing plug-ins, and image information
extraction plug-ins are the six plug-ins described in the
system. (e purpose of plug-ins is to extend and improve
software functionalities without changing the program’s
basic platform. When the plug-in interface is made public,
any organisation or person may create their own plug-ins to
address operational issues or add new features, resulting in
true “plug and play” software development. (e platform
extension interface is completely implemented by the
platform, and the plug-in is only called and used.(e plug-in
interface is completely implemented by the plug-in, and the
platform is only called and used. (e implementation of the
image plug-in will be introduced below.

(e attribute list of plug-ins is a flexible and extensible
data structure used to represent the metadata of plug-ins.
(e metadata here refer to some basic information used by
platform programs. (rough these metadata, the platform
program can get static information such as plug-in type,
version, entrance address, logo, parameter name, parameter
number, and parameter default value, so as to control the
plug-in. Photoshop’s plug-in structure is divided into two
parts: the plug-in itself and the host. Plug-ins are built as
standalone files, enabling them to be stored anywhere and
introducing the notion of versioning. Photoshop’s plug-in
structure is regularly enhanced and evolved, and the unique
interface is now entirely distinct from that of SiliconBeach,
thanks to the work it does for full color picture processing
and virtual memory management. Gaussian blur is a popular
image processing technique for reducing picture noise and
increasing detail levels. (e convolution between the picture
and the normal distribution, which is also known as
Gaussian distribution, is the Gaussian blur process of an
image from a mathematical standpoint. Gaussian blur is
defined as a function of convolution of image and Gaussian
distribution and one-dimensional orthonormal distribution:

L(x, y) � g(x, y) × l(x, y),

f(x) �
1
���
2π

√
σ

e

(x − μ)2

2σ2 , −∞< σ <∞.

(5)

Parameters μ is the mean value of the random variable
following the normal distribution, and the second parameter

σ2 is the variance of the random variable, so the normal
distribution is recorded as N(μ, σ2). (e probability law of
random variables following normal distribution is μ. (e
probability of adjacent values is large, and the distance is
taken as μ. (e farther the value is, the smaller the proba-
bility will be. (e smaller σ is, the more concentrated the
distribution μ will be nearby. (e larger the σ is, the more
dispersed the distribution will be.

4. Comprehensive Experimental Test

(e grayscale results are relatively competent. In order to
further evaluate the performance of the algorithm in this
section, I first compare the customer satisfaction; let the
customer use the traditional grayscale optimization method
and the grayscale conversion method in this paper at the
same time and then see which one I prefer more. In the user
survey, the respondents select the two gray images they
prefer from the two gray images and place them side by side.
(e two gray images are transformed from color images, one
of which is the result of the algorithm in this section, and the
other is randomly selected from the previous methods. For
each pair of images to be compared, they are randomly
placed on the left and right positions. (e comparison
between the traditional algorithm and the optimization
algorithm in this study is shown in Figure 3.

(ere is no way for users to communicate with one
another. (ey make decisions based on their gut instinct. As
may be observed, the technique described in this study offers
a number of distinct benefits over the old approach. Only
one person’s decision is less than 0.6, while the rest range
from 0.7 to 0.6. Let us take a look at some of the most
common algorithms. Only a few of them are more than 0.4.
At first glance, consumers seem to favour the gray picture
altered by the new algorithm.

Following that, we will perform a survey and test of ten
sets of graphs for two users, ranging from one to ten. We not
only added group graphs to the previous experiment but also
notified the scientists of each algorithm’s breakthrough.
Check out which one they prefer. Figures 4 and 5 depict the
test results of 10 groups of two users.

It can be seen from the figure that there is little difference
between the survey scores of the two users. (e obvious
point is that the user’s optimized image data scores in this
study are much higher than those of traditional images. It
can be seen that the current optimization technology still
obtains most of the value in the market people’s trust. (e
algorithm of this study maintains the consistency of

Start After optimizationFuzzy process Downsampling

Noise

Figure 2: Image blur optimization process.
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perception of color images and grayscale images, which is
consistent with the aesthetics of the survey group.

Figure 6 shows that when the function of a one-di-
mensional normal distribution is calculated, the time spent
in the rectangular coordinate system is much less than the
time required in the polar coordinate system, indicating that
the new calculation method’s calculation amount is much
smaller than the polar coordinate systems. (e number of
operations listed, as shown in the figure, when the image
moment is computed in the Cartesian coordinate system, the
amount of computation is substantially decreased since the
picture does not need to be transformed between the two
coordinate systems. At the same time, rounding errors
caused by coordinate conversion are eliminated, and
computation accuracy is increased. Figure 6 shows the
precise value inaccuracy.
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Figure 4: Ten groups of user test scores (1).
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Figure 5: Ten groups of user test scores (2).
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(e abscissa is the highest order of moments used in
reconstructing the image, and the ordinate is the time it took to
compute the exponential moments. Line 1 represents the time
spent in the rectangular coordinate system, whereas line 2
represents the time spent in the polar coordinate system. As can
be observed, data are not distorted by rotation, scaling, or other
factors, making them more resistant to assaults and able to
endure attacks when brightness and contrast are changed. (e
quantity of data that the method in this study needs to process
is less than that of the original picture. (e number of picture
blocks will be decreased after overlapping blocks, so the
matching search will take less time; the size of the feature space
will also be lowered, enhancing the accuracy. (e detection
effectiveness is considerably lowered, as well as the detection
time. Finally, the algorithm in this study and the bilateral
filtering algorithm are used to compare the reconstructed
images, and the accuracy and effectiveness of the algorithm in
this study are determined, as shown in Figure 7.

(e experiment fully shows that the local structure pa-
rameter model of the color image can better establish the
constraint relationship between the color image and the depth
image in the scene than other algorithms so that the recon-
structed high-resolution image can be clearer at the edge.

5. Conclusion

With the expansion of image application field, image pro-
cessing technology has developed rapidly and has become an
important and useful technology in the field of image un-
derstanding and computer vision. (e technical application of
Photoshop in graphics and image processing is a process of
combining theory with practice and tending to practice. While
giving full play to the technical value, it develops creative
thinking, makes more extensive and in-depth investigation on
practice, and better promotes the use of this technical software.
Wemust strengthen the teaching of Photoshop technology and
graphics and image processing-related technologies, optimize
the curriculum, master the application of key technologies, and
constantly improve the technical level of scholars using Pho-
toshop. It also effectively improves the blowing efficiency of
graphics and images and provides professional processing
technology and basic theoretical knowledge for processing
personnel. Based on the research of Photoshop plug-in, the
application of current platform and plug-in software can re-
duce the trouble and time of software recompilation and release
and can well realize the division of development, absorb the
strengths of others, and also realize code hiding and protect
intellectual property rights. It can not only make the processed
image more suitable for human visual observation but also
provide more effective information for further image appli-
cations, such as image classification, image segmentation, target
recognition and target detection, war damage evaluation, and
understanding. (is study is not detailed, and there are still
deficiencies. After that, we will continue to study and follow up.

Data Availability

(e data used to support the findings of this study are in-
cluded within the article.
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